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CURRENT STRAINS IN PRODUCTION

APPLE FRITTER
50/50 hybrid (sativa leaning)
Sour Apple x Animal Cookies

RUNTZ
Hybrid (exotic / fruity)
Zkittlez x Gelato

MANDARIN SUNRISE
Sativa Dominant (citrus & gas)
Orange Skunk x Herijuana

JELLY BREATH
Indica Dominant (gas)
Mendo Breath x Do-Si-Dos

GORILLA GRAPE
Indica Dominant (gas / fruity)
Grape Ape x OG Kush

GALACTIC CAKE
Indica Dominant (exotic)
Lemon Skywalker OG x Wedding Cake

FUNKDAFIED
Indica Dominant (gas / exotic)
Funky Charms x Bahama Mama
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AV GAS
Indica Dominant (pure gas)
HH Secret Sauce x Apples n' Bananas
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GASTRO POP
Indica Dominant (gas / exotic)
Grape Gas x Apples n' Bananas
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 Apple Fritter

Introducing Apple Fritter, one of
the most recent additions from
our extensive legacy strain bank
and now added to our
collection of premium cannabis
production strains.  This cultivar
is a well balanced hybrid that
boasts a deliciously sweet and
tangy flavour profile reminiscent
of freshly baked apple fritters,
an attractive bouquet of colours
and a thick frosty coating on
every nug.

Yield:                Moderate-Heavy 

Flower Time:    9-10 weeks           

Height:             Medium-Tall        

Veg Speed:     Standard/Fast      

THC Range:     26-29%                 

The result of a careful
breeding process that
combines the genetics of two
classic strains, Sour Apple and
Animal Cookies, Apple Fritter is
a tasty treat that made the
High Times' 2016 "World's
Strongest Strains" list.  Let the
consumers know to be
prepared for a hard-hitting
high while enjoying a flavourful
cannabis experience!

Apple Fritter is a vigorous,
hearty strain with a high
tolerance to different
environmental conditions and
grower's traits.  It has a
moderately aggressive veg
speed and features thick
stalks and large leaves.  A bit
of extra maintenance will
reward the attentive grower!

Information sourced from recent R&D results and Life Cycle Botanics client feedback

Sour Apple x Animal Cookies 

Take a bite out of this
tasty treat...

A well balanced
hybrid...

Grower's Information...



Funkdafied

Originally bred by Solfire
Gardens, Funkdafied boasts
flavours reminiscent of it's exotic
lineage, Funky Charms (Grease
Monkey x Rainbow Chip) and
Bahama Mama (Tropicanna
Cookies x Black Banana). You
can expect a fruit smoothie
fragrance with an unreal frost
coating on trichome drenched
tpur and pink flowers.

Yield:                Moderate             

Flower Time:    8-8.5 weeks         

Height:             Med-Tall              

Veg Speed:      Fast                      

THC Range:     25%+                     

A rare collaboration between
breeders gave birth to truly
exotic masterpiece.  Trichome
drenched flowers of purple
and pink hues, a wild aroma
and flavour profile coupled
with an unreal frosty finish all
come together in this unique
creation!

Funkdafied is a relatively low
maintenance strain that can
easily suit most growing styles
and with the right level of
attention this plant will reward
the focused grower well with a
high quality, exotic finish.

Information sourced from recent R&D results and Life Cycle Botanics client feedback

Funky Charms x Bahama Mama

Baptized in the Funk...
A balanced hybrid of
exotic origins...

Grower's Information...



Galactic Cake

Prepare to be enchanted by
mesmerizing fragrance, a
heavenly oasis of flavours and
embark on a mind expanding
voyage to the stars!

Celestial aromas, a stellar
experience and a galaxy of
effects make this exotic hybrid
one that will transcend the
consumer into a whole new
dimension!

Yield:                Heavy                   

Flower Time:    8-9 weeks            

Height:             Medium                

Veg Speed:      Moderate             

THC Range:     26%+                     

Seeking a cosmic cannabis
experience that will take you to
new heights?  Look no further!  
Galactic Cake is a stellar
creation that is the result of
meticulous legacy breeding
techniques and a deep
passion for quality.  Embrace
the extraordinary and prepare
to redefine your cannabis
journey...

Galactic Cake is a relatively
low maintenance plant
featuring a medium height
profile, evenly spaced
branching and internodal
spacing and a medium size
leaf.  It is highly responsive to
the tedious grower and will
show rewarding results
without high maintenance
requirements!  

Information sourced from recent R&D results and Life Cycle Botanics client feedback

 Lemon Skywalker OG x Wedding Cake 

Join the Cosmic
Cannabis Revolution...Elevate your senses...

Grower's Information...



Gorilla Grape

Massive production, powerful
aromas and very respectful THC
and terpene levels make this
cultivar one to be reckoned
with!

Gorilla Grape features an array
of beautiful colours and a
unique gas/skunky nose with a
subtle grape undertone.

Yield:                Heavy                   

Flower Time:    9 weeks                

Height:             Tall                       

Veg Speed:      Fast                      

THC Range:     26%+                     

Brought in from  our extensive
seed bank and recently
proven through our own
exclusive phenotyping
process, Gorilla Grape brings
top notch qualities in all
categories that growers and
consumers alike are sure to
love.

Gorilla Grape is not the tame!  
It features highly aggressive
growth characteristics from
veg all the way through to the
final stages of flower.  Hard
work will reward the
conscientious grower however,
as this plant is a behemoth
that will stand out in your grow
room and break records for
yield! 

Information sourced from recent R&D results and Life Cycle Botanics client feedback

 Grape Ape x OG Kush 

The King of the
Cannabis Jungle!

Grower's Information...

A Gorilla in the Midst...



Jelly Breath

Dense green & purple nugs
and thick, frosty, crystal
white trichomes are but two
of the gorgeous features of
this elite strain.
Coupled with enormous
potential for production
and high THC levels will
ensure satisfaction for even
the most hard to please
growers and consumers
alike!

Yield:               Heavy
Flower Time:   9 weeks
Height:            Medium
Veg Time:       Standard
THC Range:    25-29.5%+

Bred by an unknown breeder,
Jelly Breath brings to light
what a combination of OG
Kush Breath lineage can do
with the right genetic crossing.  
Record high THC levels and a
generous Terpene profile have
resulted from this magical
combination of it's widely
known parents.

Jelly Breath is a relatively low
maintenance strain to grow.
Plant structure features evenly
spaced branching with
multiple golf ball size buds and
large main colas at the top.
Minimal defoliation required at
week 3 and week 6.  Flexible
with environmental conditions
and nutrient levels.

Information sourced from recent R&D results and Life Cycle Botanics client feedback 

Mendo Breath x Do-Si-Dos

A strain of legendary
proportions...90% Indica hybrid

Grower's Information:



Mandarin Sunrise

Embrace the enchanting hues
of the morning sky as you
savour the irresistable flavours
of the in-house phenotype of
our exclusive Mandarin Sunrise
strain!

Record breaking levels of
production, THC, aroma and
taste all make this one to be
reckoned with!

Yield:                Very Heavy          

Flower Time:    9.5-10 weeks        

Height:             Tall                       

Veg Speed:      Fast                      

THC Range:     27%+                     

This captivating strain
combines the invigorating
effects of sativa with a
delectable burst of citrus and
skunky goodness.  Bursing with
vibrant orange and pink hues
and the delightful aroma of
freshly squeezed mandarin
oranges, this strain truly
captivates the senses!

It should be noted that
Mandarin Sunrise is not for the
inexperienced grower, it is a
very aggressive strain that
requires a moderate amount
of maintenance however the
attentive cultivator will truly be
well rewarded...

Information sourced from recent R&D results and Life Cycle Botanics client feedback

 Orange Skunk x Herijuana 

Rise and Shine with
Mandarin Sunrise...

A knock-out level
Sativa...

Grower's Information...



White Runtz

If what you're looking for is
enormous "Wow" potential
then this is the one for you!  
White Runtz has record
breaking THC and Terpene
potential, a whopper for
production capability and
beautiful colours, aromas
and taste.  This is a market
favourite that is sure to
please even the most hard
to please growers and
consumers alike!

Yield:               Heavy
Flower Time:   8 weeks
Height:            Tall
Veg Time:       Fast
THC Range:    25-30%

This highly sought after
cultivar was phenotyped in
house to produce possibly
the best version of this
cultivar available on the
market today.  An exotic
lineage of the very well
known Zkittlez and Gelato
strains, White Runtz ticks all
the boxes for production,
colours, potency and taste.

White Runtz is an agressive
and very hearty strain.  Most
growers recommend pinching
at a very early stage in veg
and sometimes even a
second time if running a full 21
days before transitioning the
plant into flower. Plant
structure features long arms
with a heavy focus on flower
size at the end of every
branch.

Information sourced from recent R&D results and Life Cycle Botanics client feedback 

 Zkittlez x Gelato

Runtz is the name,
beast is the strain...50/50 hybrid

Grower's Information:



LIFE CYCLE BOTANICS

PRESENTS...

HEAT HUNTERS EDITION
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Coming soon...
Fast Orange

Sudz

The Real DB

Girl Scout Platinum
 Balanced Hybrid
 OG Kush x Durban Poison

 Pure Indica

Indica Dominant

 Sativa Dominant

 Unknown lineage

Soap x Runtz

 Zkittlez x OG Eddy Lepp
Flowering Time: 8.5-9 weeks
Yield: Moderate
Height: Medium
Aroma: Fast Orange hand cleaner
Anticipated THC Range: 26%+

Flowering Time: 9 weeks
Yield: Heavy
Height: Medium-Tall
Aroma: Creamy grape candy with gas
Anticipated THC Range: 26%+

Flowering Time: 9-10 weeks
Yield: Moderate
Height: Medium-Tall
Aroma: Pure gas
Anticipated THC Range: 28%+

Flowering Time: 8 weeks
Yield: Heavy
Height: Short
Aroma: Smells like awesome
Anticipated THC Range: 25%+



 Pre-Veg program

At Life Cycle Botanics, we
understand the necessity to be
as efficient as possible at all
times - and how better to
increase efficiency than by
reducing your vegetative times.  
Our dedicated Pre-Veg
program allows clients to
reserve space and let our team
take care of the starting work
for you!  Our Pre-Start plant
option is ideal for those seeking
maximum efficiency while
allowing you to custom veg
your plant in its final stages
before kicking it into flower.  We
also offer custom options to
suit your particular needs,
reducing your veg time and
sometimes eliminating it all
together depending on your
growing setup.  Ask one of us
for more details and we will
customize and all inclusive
pricing plan!

Get a head start with one of
our Pre-Starts!  These plants
are brought to the next level as
a second stage between clone
and full veg.  They are ready to
transplant into your ideal
growing medium and kick to
flower in as little as 2-3 days.

Choose your strain, choose
your medium, choose your
style & let us do the work for
you!

3" square coco block or
choose your media
10-14" plant height
14-18 day veg
Single or double topped
Complete IPM program
Pest & Pathogen free ✅

Our pre-start program is
catered to your specific needs,
pick your options and away we
grow!

Specifications:

 Life Cycle Botanics Preveg program is available  on a contract basis subject to space availability

 Pre-Start & Full Veg plants

Efficiency is the name
of the game...

Pre-Start plants...

Limitless options...



Phenotyping services

Are you looking to grow cannabis strains that produce consistent, high-quality buds? Phenotyping might be the
answer! By observing and analyzing the physical characteristics of cannabis plants, growers can identify and
select the plants with the most desirable traits, such as potency, flavor, and aroma. Phenotyping involves closely
examining the plant's structure, including its height, branch pattern, leaf shape, and flower size. By selecting and
breeding the plants with the most desirable traits, growers can create new strains or stabilize existing ones. So if
you're looking to take your cannabis cultivation to the next level, consider phenotyping your plants! Who knows, you
might just discover the next big thing in the world of weed!

Life Cycle Botanics is excited to announce that we are now taking reservations for pheno hunting YOUR strains for
YOU! Contact us now to discuss starting your next phenotyping project dedicated exclusively to you by emailing
info@lifecyclebotanics.com.  Space is limited to enquire today!

Phenotyping cannabis: the key to growing high-quality strains 🌿🔍



We believe that a strong start is the best method to achieve a successful outcome. Our nursery,
based on Vancouver Island, BC, specializes in high quality clone production with a heavy focus on
delivering a vigorous product that has a strong root mass and is pest and pathogen free.  All our
mother plants are routinely tested for HLVd and test results may be supplied on request anytime.
With every order we also send along information on our environmental conditions and IPM. We
offer ongoing grower support should you have any questions during the vegetative and flowering
cycles of any of our cultivars.

In addition to our clones we offer several other services including pre-start plants, phenotyping,
exclusive strain housing and a reserve strain bank – ideal if you have a genetic that you want to
hold but nowhere to keep it safe – all of which is run through our stringent IPM and testing program
for safe keeping, letting you rest assured that your genetics are in good hands.

In addition to our current strains in production and upcoming releases we are always running
strains through our research & development program. Whether this be part of our in-house
phenotyping process for the latest, greatest genetic or the rebirth of an old-world classic, we
continue to try to bring the cleanest, highest quality genetics to our clients to give you the market
advantage you need.

At Life Cycle Botanics, we want to see you succeed.

For more information, contact info@lifecyclebotanics.com

About Us...

At Life Cycle Botanics...
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